
 
 

INVITATION 
 
Mini Club Hungary invites you and your club’s members with fain to the clubs oldest and most 
stunning Mini meeting of the 2023 season: 
 

The XXVIII. International Mini Weekend 
 
The traditional Summer-Meeting of Mini Club Hungary will be heading back to the beautiful lake 
Balaton this year, for five days between the 5th and the 9th of July in 2023. The headquarters and the 
accommodation will be in the south banks of the lake, in Fonyód at „Napsugár Camping and Panzió”, 
and according to our intention the vast majority of the Minis from Eastern-Central Europe will be with 
us during this sunny weekend! 
 
What you are up to, if you decide to come? 
 
Hopefully lot of Minis, comfy mobile houses, pension rooms, tent pitches, lazy beach, cold beer, lovely 
panorama, quite a few driven kilometers during an orientation rally with calm mood or the excitement 
of a rocker cover race and last but not least, nice and hot sunshine at this time of the year. 
 
The program is currently not yet available, but as far this is the highest season of the year, we are 
obliged to start the reservation of the accommodation for the event. Our team worked pretty hard to 
book a reasonable amount of apartments and houses what you can check beneath, please check them, 
and take it under consideration and send your reservation not later than the 31st of March to the 
below mentioned e-mail addresses: 
 

- “Flóra” wodden cabin (for 4+1 person): 95 EUR/ 4 person / night + Tax 

- “Sun” mobilhome (for 4 person): 110 EUR/ 4 person/ night + Tax 

- “Boutique Panzió” room (for 2 person): 100 EUR/ 4 person/ night + Tax 

- “Boutique Panzió” Apartment (for 2 person): 110 EUR/ 4 person/ night + Tax 

- “Boutique Panzió” Apartment (for 4 person): 135 EUR/ 4 person/ night + Tax 

- Tent pitch (price not yet available but the last year’s price was 8 EUR/ person/night +Tax) 
 
For further information please click here! 
 
How to reserve:  
 
To make a reservation please fill the attached form, and send it back to the following e-mail addresses 
marketing@napsugarclub.hu AND info@miniclub.hu not later than the 31st of March 2023. Later you 
will receive a confirmation, and a transfer order from the campsite of the 30% of the total amount to 
transfer it as an advanced payment to finalize the reservation. In case you have any questions you can 
contact our club member in charge Mr. Máté Béres at info@miniclub.hu, or the campsite directly to 
Mrs. Veronika Fritzné Mészáros at fritz.vera@napsugarclub.hu. 
 
As soon as we have the program of the venue available, we will inform you and your club on our 
information channels and by e-mail! 
 
We would love to host you and your fellow club members at Lake Balaton in 2023!  
 
The board of Mini Club Hungary 
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